We report the first successful experiment on Point-toMultipoint (P2MP) VLAN path establishment on the overlay-model-based GMPLS-controlled wide area Ethernet. To support the overlay model, P2MP VLAN path signaling with egress output port indication is proposed and implemented. It is confirmed that our extended RSVP-TE software can correctly establish P2MP VLAN paths in the overlay-model network.
Introduction
Ethernet has been widely adopted for Local Area Networks (LANs). The simple forwarding scheme of Ethernet has facilitated the development of high-speed and cost-effective Ethernet equipment. Ethernet is now expanding from LAN to Wide Area Network (WAN) as a carrier grade transport network [1] . Carrier grade Ethernet will replace legacy transport network technologies such as Synchronous Optical NETwork/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SONET/SDH). To develop carrier grade Ethernet, introducing a control plane technology that provides the Traffic Engineering (TE) function is important.
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [2] has became a popular solution to provide control plane functionalities to transport networks, and various network experiments on GMPLS protocols have been performed [3] , [4] . For Ethernet WAN, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) CCAMP standardized "GMPLS controlled Ethernet Label Switching" (GELS) [5] , [6] . GMPLS extensions for controlling Ethernet Virtual LAN (VLAN) paths are being developed. Point-to-Point (P2P) Ethernet VLAN path provisioning for the provider backbone bridge traffic engineering (PBB-TE) network has been developed [7] . Also, GMPLS protocols supporting layer-2 switching capability have been tested [8] , [9] .
However, a detailed Point-to-Multi-Point (P2MP) path provisioning mechanism that supports native Ethernet has yet to be discussed. For supporting IP-TV and 4K digital cinema delivery on Ethernet WAN, providing P2MP layer-2 Virtual Private Network (VPN) service is quite important. Therefore, it is a very significant challenge to establish P2MP paths in a GMPLS-controlled Ethernet WAN. We were the first to establish P2MP VLAN paths on a GMPLS-controlled Ethernet WAN [10] . This letter presents details of this implementation experiment. RFC 4875 [11] defines the modified Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP)-TE messages and procedure for P2MP signaling. Since the details of the signaling mechanism are not specified, we had to create a detailed signaling procedure.
The peer model and the overlay model have been introduced as major GMPLS service models. In the peer model, all nodes across several different networks are controlled by a single control plane. The merit of this model is that it realizes fully traffic engineered path provisioning because information of the whole network is understood. In the overlay model, each network has its own control plane. This model has several advantages over the peer model. First, each network can support its own business and administrative model. Second, the overlay model preserves confidentiality among network operators. Last, it excels in scalability because each control plane controls only those nodes in its network domain, not all nodes. Due to these advantages, the overlay model was adopted in this experiment. This overlay model assumes Soft Permanent Connection since the P2MP paths provisioning is supposed to be used for Layer-2 VPN.
P2MP VLAN path signaling based on RFC 4875 does not work in the overlay model because output port indication is required at egress nodes. Thus, a procedure for overlaymodel-extended P2MP VLAN path signaling was developed and implemented. Tests confirmed that P2MP VLAN paths were correctly established in an overlay-model-based network by our extended RSVP-TE software.
Architecture of GMPLS-Controlled Ethernet WAN
Supporting P2MP VLAN Paths Figure 1 shows the network architecture of the GMPLScontrolled Ethernet WAN. This network provides E-line (P2P path) and E-Tree (P2MP path) services defined by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) [12] by establishing VLAN P2P paths and VLAN P2MP paths, respectively. These Ethernet services are generally used as layer-2 VPNs by customers. VLAN paths are established among customer networks by control nodes' exchanging messages on the GM-PLS control plane. For establishing a VLAN path, two processes are required; 1) collecting topology information and computing the route from ingress node to egress node (routCopyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ing), and 2) informing the path state including allocated bandwidth and VLAN ID to all switches to setup the path (signaling). This experiment focuses on the signaling function. A P2MP path is established between an ingress node and multiple egress nodes. The P2MP path includes a set of sub P2P paths. Each sub P2P path is established from a branch node to a different egress node. The ingress node sends a signaling message to establish a P2MP path. This message is replicated and distributed at each branch node that has several links toward different egress nodes.
Implementation of P2MP VLAN Path Signaling

Procedure of the Peer Model Based Standard P2MP
VLAN Path Signaling Based on RFC 4875
The signaling to support P2MP path introduces a Source to Leaf (S2L) sub-Label Switched Path (LSP) which indicates a sub-LSP from a branch node to one of egress nodes. To indicate multiple destination node IDs, P2MP LSP TUNNEL IPv4 (IPv6) SESSION object and S2L SUB LSP object are used. Though the conventional LSP TUNNEL IPv4 (IPv6) SESSION object for P2P has a tunnel end point address field to indicate an egress node ID, P2MP LSP TUNNEL IPv4 (IPv6) SESSION object has a P2MP ID field instead of this field, and S2L SUB LSP includes egress node IDs. Also, to indicate multiple routes, P2MP SECONDARY EXPLICIT ROUTE object (SERO) is used. Each SERO represents an explicit route to each egress node. One PATH message contains several pairs of S2L SUB LSP object and SERO. For implementation, we developed a detailed procedure of branch node processing. Figure 2 shows an example of P2MP VLAN path signaling. In this example, ingress node A sends P2MP PATH message to egress nodes D, E, G, H and I. The node indicated by the first hop of corresponding SERO replicates the received PATH message as a branch node. When the PATH message is replicated, related pairs of S2L SUB LSP and SERO are distributed for each sub LSP. Only first S2L SUB LSP object is paired with ERO and no SERO follows. Other S2L SUB LSP objects are paired with SEROs. In Fig. 2 , node B creates two branch messages because two SEROs indicate node B as the first hop. Each replicated branch message inherits relevant S2L SUB LSP objects and drops SEROs from the received PATH message. Node B forwards two branch messages to node E and F. Finally, node B forwards the received original PATH message to node C. Branch messages are recognized by Sub-Group Originator ID field and Sub-Group ID field of P2MP LSP TUNNEL IPv4 (IPv6) SENDER TEMPLATE object. These two IDs are set to node ID and the unique ID of a branch node creating a branch message. Like node G, an egress node executes branch processing when it has links toward other egress nodes.
Moreover, two extensions are implemented to support P2MP paths on "VLAN" because RFC 4875 does not define any procedure specific to VLAN paths. [8] to configure VLAN in conjunction with the signaling protocol. The second one supports bidirectional P2MP VLAN path establishment by using UPSTREAM LABEL object because Ethernet paths are bidirectional.
Original Extension for Supporting the Overlay-Model-
Based P2MP VLAN Path Signaling Figure 3 shows the problems raised by introducing P2MP VLAN path signaling to the overlay model. When the network employs the peer model as shown in Fig. 3(a) , the signaling is initiated by a customer network edge node, not a provider network edge node, and terminated by other customer network edge nodes. Therefore, an egress node corresponds to one customer network edge node. On the other hand, when the network employs the overlay model as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the signaling is terminated by provider network edge nodes. Thus, egress nodes, like node J and node K, do not know which output/downstream ports to configure because the standard P2MP VLAN path signaling supports VLAN configuration of only an input/upstream port of an egress node. Therefore, egress output port indication is imperative in the overlay model. In this situation, it is assumed that the end-toend connection is Soft Permanent Connection, which is described in [13] , where the setup on both Sender node and Receiver node are permanently established as a Permanent Connection. Thus, no configuration of the Sender or Receiver node is necessary in the signaling process and egress output port indication should be direct to these connections. Moreover, in the egress output port indication of P2MP, it is necessary to support multiple receivers which are connected to the same egress node, like node K, via customer network switches.
For this experiment, the egress output port indication function was implemented to support multiple receivers. Figure 4 shows an example of the overlay-model-based extended P2MP VLAN path signaling. This example shows that ingress node L sends P2MP PATH message to egress nodes J and K. As the egress output port indication function, an egress label control method [14] was implemented that adds egress output port information as Label sub-object into the last hop of ERO. Each egress node configures VLAN setup for a port toward a target receiver according to the value of Label sub-object. An extension for supporting mul- tiple receivers allows Label sub-object to have several label values when an egress node has multiple target receivers. For example, node K in Fig. 4 sets tagged VLAN (ID=100) for port 2 and port 5 according to the two Label sub-object values 10020100 and 10050100.
Information Exchanged from Sender to Ingress Node in Overlay Model
As mentioned before, all setups are initiated by an ingress node (i.e. provider edge node) on behalf of a sender node, to preserve network administrative information in overlay model. For LSP setup, the sender node sends a request to the ingress node with some information, type of the requested LSP known as Switching Granularity, Bandwidth Profile, MTU value, and multiple receivers' addresses. There are several request options for this information and the choice depends on the network model. One of them is sending a message defined by Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) as an User-Network Interface (UNI) for RSVP-TE signaling [15] . [15] specifies a procedure of UNI for E-line services, which should be extended for E-tree services to support the request of multiple Transport Network assigned Addresses (TNAs), but, this specification currently does not support P2MP path establishment. In this experimental network, LSP request from sender node is sent through a command line interface. This request includes a list of receivers' addresses and bandwidth information. At the Egress nodes, the setup message is terminated and no message is sent to Receiver node but egress output indication directs the Receiver node which is associated with the receiver's address in the message, and the Receiver node is permanently configured. Figure 5 shows the experimental network structure used to emulate the GMPLS-controlled Ethernet WAN. This network is based on the overlay model, and it consists of nine nodes. The control plane and data plane are separately con- structed, and each node is a pair of a GMPLS control node in the control plane and a provider network switch in the data plane. GMPLS messages are exchanged by the outof-fiber/out-of-band technique. For simplicity, no customer network switch is used, and the sender and receivers are directly connected to provider network switches. A Linux based PC with an extended RSVP-TE program is used as the GMPLS control node. The extended RSVP-TE program is based on the "GMPLS Engine" developed by NTT Advanced Technology Corp., and we added extended program codes to support P2MP VLAN path establishment. As the provider network switch, commercially available and VLAN capable Gigabit Ethernet switches (GSM7212 produced by NETGEAR, Inc.) are used. Each Ethernet switch is controlled by the GMPLS control node connected to itself via a RS-232C serial cable.
Experiment and Result
The experimental scenario is establishing a P2MP VLAN path that includes four egress nodes and two branch nodes. The ingress node is 1.1.1.1, egress nodes are 5.5.5.5, 6.6.6.6, 8.8.8.8, and 9.9.9.9, and branch nodes are 3.3.3.3 and 8.8.8.8. LSP setup is initiated by 1.1.1.1 and triggered by the command line interface as described in Sect. 3.3. An ERO and SEROs are given statically where the route is assumed to be computed by the ingress node. Figure 6 shows the PATH message which 1.1.1.1 sends to 2.2.2.2. This PATH message includes P2MP LSP TUN NEL IPv4 SENDER TENPLATE object, and a S2L SUB L SP object for egress node 5.5.5.5, and pairs of a S2L SUB LSP object and a P2MP SECONDARY ERO object with Label sub-object for egress nodes 6.6.6.6, 8.8.8.8 and 9.9.9.9. It is confirmed that the sender can send data to receivers on the P2MP VLAN path thus established.
Conclusion
This letter detailed the establishment of a P2MP VLAN path on the overlay-model-based GMPLS-controlled wide area Ethernet. The RSVP-TE software was extended for the overlay model by implementing the egress output port indication function that supports multiple receivers. The availability of automatic P2MP VLAN path provisioning by the extended RSVP-TE software was verified.
